The ∆ − N electromagnetic transition form factors are calculated in the Poincaré covariant quark model in three forms of relativistic kinematics. Addition of D−state components to pure S−state model wave functions, chosen so as to reproduce the empirical elastic electromagnetic nucleon form factors with single constituent currents, brings the calculated R EM ratio for the ∆(1232) → N γ transition closer to the empirical values in instant and point form kinematics. The calculated R SM ratio is insensitive to the D−state component. In front form kinematics the substantial violation of the angular condition for the spin 3/2 resonance transition amplitude in the impulse approximation prevents a unique determination of R EM and R SM , both of which are very sensitive to D−state components. In no form of kinematics do D−state deformations of the rest frame baryon wave functions alone suffice for a description of the empirical values of these ratios.
Introduction
Deformation of the nucleon wave function from spherical symmetry in the rest frame, and its possible empirical manifestations have drawn considerable experimental and theoretical attention [1, 2, 3, 4] . The experimental finding of nonvanishing E2/M1 and C2/M1 ratios in the electromagnetic decay of the ∆(1232) suggests the presence either of spatial D−state components in the wave functions or of quark-antiquark configurations ("meson cloud effects [5, 6] ").
The elastic form factors of the proton and the magnetic form factor of the neutron may be described in the constituent quark model, with point-like quarks and spherically symmetric S−state rest frame wave functions in all the three forms of relativistic kinematics outlined by Dirac [7] . With an additional small (∼ 1%) admixture of a mixed symmetry S-state component the electric form factor of the neutron may be described as well [8] . The ranges of the wave functions do however differ significantly between the different forms of kinematics, as do the high-Q 2 behaviors of the form factors.
In the covariant quark model both the electric form factor of the nucleon and the E2/M1 and C2/M1 ratios in ∆ → Nγ decay are non-zero even in the case of spatially symmetric S−state three-quark wave functions in the rest frame [9] . This is a consequence of the kinematic boosts and the Wigner rotations (or Melosh rotations in the case of front form kinematics), which are absent in the non-relativistic quark model. The key question then becomes to what extent admixtures of components with higher angular momenta or of quark-antiquark components may be required in the baryon wave functions for a satisfactory description of the empirical observables.
It is shown here that the effect of adding D−state components to the rest frame wave functions of the proton and the ∆(1232) resonance is significant for the E2/M1 ratio R EM , but very small for the C2/M1 ratio R SM in the case of instant and point form kinematics. It is found that with single quark currents the notable empirical (negative) peak in R EM below 0.5 GeV 2 cannot be described by D−state deformations alone. It is also found that the covariant quark model yields small positive values for R SM , in disagreement with the empirically found negative values.
In the case of the ∆(1232) → Nγ transition, front form kinematics does not yield unique results for the E2/M1 and C2/M1 ratios, because of the violation of the linear relation between more than three different spin amplitudes in the front form description of form factors of states with spin 3/2 and single constituent current operators [10, 11, 12] . The calculated magnetic ∆(1232) → Nγ transition form factor is, however, insensitive to this problem, and is qualitatively similar to that obtained in instant and front form kinematics.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the calculation of the transition form factors from the matrix elements of the electromagnetic current of the constituent quarks is outlined for all the three forms of kinematics. In Section 3 the explicit baryon wave function model that includes D−state components is described. In Section 4 the matrix elements required for the calculation of the ∆(1232) → Nγ transition are given explicitly. In Section 5 the effects of the D−state components are studied in detail. A concluding summary is provided in the last section.
∆(1232)-Nγ transition form factors
The electromagnetic elastic and transition form factors of the baryons are linear combinations of matrix elements of the electromagnetic current. In instant and point form kinematics the appropriate matrix elements for the ∆(1232) → Nγ transition form factors are matrix elements of the I 1 and I 0 components of the current operator.
The general expression for the transition current operator:
has the conventional decomposition [8] :
between the invariant form factors G j and the current matrix elements in this frame is
Here I ν 1 ,ν 2 is defined as:
where I + = n · I and n is the null-vector: n = {−1, 0, 0, 1}.
These four spin amplitudes are linear combinations of only three invariant transition form factors and therefore they must are linearly dependent. This linear relation is broken by the sum of matrix elements of single quark currents in front form kinematics, and as a consequence, the calculated transition form factors depend on which set of three spin amplitudes are employed to calculate the transition form factors [11, 12] . This prevents definite predictions in front form kinematics for form factors of states with spin larger than 1/2 when only single quark currents are employed.
In the case of the transition form factors the Q + = 0 frame is not required by the kinematics, and has the disadvantage of requiring analytic extrapolation to the region of timelike momenta. For transition form factors it may be more appropriate to adopt a frame in which Q + = 0 and which allows extrapolation to timelike momenta with real kinematic coefficients [15] .
This frame may be defined as in Ref. [15] :
so that
In this frame the relation between the invariant form factors G j and the current matrix elements are:
In this case the last one of these spin amplitudes is a linear combination of the first two. This "angular condition" is broken by the matrix elements of the sum of single quark current operators in front form kinematics, and therefore the calculated transition form factors also in this case depend on which set of three amplitudes are used to determine the three invariant transition form factors.
The nucleon and ∆(1232) wave functions
The rest frame wave function of the nucleon shall be taken to be a combination of S− and D−state components as:
where φ S |φ S = 1, φ S |φ D = 0 and φ D |φ D = 1 so that the sum of the amplitudes squared is unity:
The two components of the wave function are taken to have the following forms, respectively:
The spatial S− and D−state wave functions ϕ 0 (P) and ϕ 2 (P) are functions of the hyperspherical momentum variable P = 2( κ 2 + q 2 ), where κ and q are the Jacobi momenta of the 3-quark system. Here the symmetric spin-flavor wave function χ S;j 3 SF is defined as: The explicit expressions for the spatial wave functions are taken to be
N 0 and N 2 are normalization constants and a and b are parameters. The form of the D−state wave function ϕ 2 (P) is chosen so that it has the appropriate threshold behavior in the hyperspherical representation at small distances.
The parameter choices, which lead to a satisfactory description of the electric form factor of the nucleon with Dirac quark currents without the D−state component, are a = 6, b = 600 MeV in instant and a = 9/4, b = 640 MeV in point form kinematics [8] . For front form kinematics the corresponding parameter choices are a = 4 and b = 500 MeV.
The wave function of the ∆(1232) resonance is taken to be formed of S− and D−state components in a corresponding way as (cf. Eq. (13):
where φ
The explicit expressions for the two components of the ∆(1232) wave function are:
The calculation of the matrix elements of the single quark current operators in the Breit frame, with account of the Lorentz boosts from the initial and final baryon rest frames and the associated Wigner rotations may be carried out using the formalism given in Refs. [8, 15] .
The matrix element of the current can be written schematically as:
Here X is a spatial, S a spin and F a flavor operator.
The flavor matrix elements for the ∆(1232) + → N transition are:
Given these the calculation reduces to the evaluation of the following matrix elements of spin and spatial operators:
5 Numerical signatures of D-state admixtures
The elastic nucleon form factors
The calculated electric and magnetic form factors of the proton and the magnetic form factor of the neutron as obtained in instant, point and front form In Fig. 5 the corresponding calculated values of the ratios R EM and R SM are shown. The result shows that the effect of the presence of a small D−state component is very small on the latter ratio. In the case of the E2/M1 ratio R EM the addition of the small D−state component does in contrast lead to a change in sign of the calculated value for the case of b N (∆) < 0, so that the calculated value takes the same sign the empirical values [18] for Q 2 ≥ 0.5 GeV 2 . The notable empirical structure at lower values of invariant momentum transfer is however not described by D−state configurations alone. The extant data are far from the asymptotic behavior R EM → 1 for Q 2 → ∞ suggested by perturbative QCD [19, 20] .
In the case of the ratio R SM the quark model results are not brought any closer towards the empirical values [18] by introduction of D−state components. 
Point form kinematics
The 
Front form kinematics
The transition form factors obtained in front form kinematics, in the reference frame where Q + = 0, are shown in Fig. 8 . These form factors were calculated by using only the first three relations in Eq. (8). As noted above, the results depend on which set of spin amplitudes are employed [11] .
The results for the magnetic transition form factor G * M are similar to those obtained with instant form kinematics, and reveal very little sensitivity to the For transition form factors it should a priori be more natural to perform the calculation in the frame where Q + = 0, as this allows smooth extrapolation to the timelike region. The transition form factors calculated in front form in this The zero in G * M at Q 2 = 0 may be traced to the form of the relations (12) between the spin matrix elements and the invariant form factors G j . If these equations are solved for the latter and the results are inserted in (4) it emerges that in this frame the transition form factors are linear combinations of the first three spin amplitudes with finite and nonvanishing coefficients in the limit Q 2 → 0. As all these spin amplitudes vanish with Q 2 it follows that all three transition form factors vanish with Q 2 as well. The ratios R EM and R SM that are obtained in front form kinematics in the frame Q + = 0 are shown in Fig.11 . They differ considerably from the corresponding results obtained in the frame in which Q + = 0. The ratio R SM in particular has a shape that deviates strongly from the empirical shape because of the small values of G * M near Q 2 = 0.
Conclusions
Above a comprehensive study of the effect of D−state admixtures in the wave functions on electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon and the ∆(1232) − N transition form factors were carried out in three forms of relativistic kinematics with single constituent currents for pointlike quarks. The effects of the D−state admixtures on the elastic form factors of the proton and the magnetic form factor of the neutron were shown to be small. Only in the case of the electric form factor of the neutron is there a notable effect, although this was found to be smaller than that of a small mixed symmetry S−state component.
In instant and point form kinematics the effects of the D−state components on the magnetic and Coulomb ∆(1232) − N transition form factor were likewise found to be but minor. A notable sensitivity the D−state component was however found in the case of the electric ∆(1232) − N transition form factor. Consequently the ratio R EM is very sensitive to the D−state, while the ratio R SM is not.
In the case of front form kinematics the impulse approximation was found to violate the angular condition for the ∆(1232) − N spin matrix element to such a large extent that no useful predictions could be obtained for the electric and Coulomb transition form factors. This problem has also been noted in Ref. [11, 12] . The calculated magnetic transition form factor is, however, similar to those obtained in front and instant form kinematics when calculated in the reference frame in which Q + = 0.
The empirically found structure in R EM at low momentum transfer could not be described by the inclusion of D−state deformation of the nucleon and ∆(1232) wave functions. Since this structure, if confirmed, represents a long range feature, and as it is well described in the coupled channel model of Sato and Lee [5] , it is most likely due to a long range pionic fluctuation.
